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Swann Galleries, New York City
by Jeanne Schinto
Photos courtesy Swann
Swann's April 17 auction of
historical documents and
autographs at its New York City
gallery achieved $2,084,031
(including buyers' premiums)
on an ofering of 436 lots, 96%
of which sold. That made the
sale the most successful for its
book department in the auction
house's 70-year history.
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had received about the British
crossing the river to Gloucester.
The troops appeared to be
readying to ]ght their way north
from there.
The heart of the material was
approximately 300 lots from the
Allyn Kellogg Ford collection.
The heart of that was
Revolutionary Americana. And
the heart of that was over 100
letters written to Brigadier
General George Weedon, a
Virginia tavern keeper, who
served at Brandywine and
Germantown, then after some
time away from the war,
returned for the decisive battle
at Yorktown.

Was the intelligence
trustworthy? It had come from
a deserter, a drunken one at
that. Trumbull weighed the
report against what he himself
had witnessed. Only one wave
of ships had made it to the other
side. A storm had prevented
further passage. Then, suddenly,
in closing, Trumbull relayed
de]nitive and much more
encouraging information. "The
General has this day received a
letter by hag from Ld
Cornwallis, proposing a
cessation of hostilities...." Could
it be true? Were the British
willing to negotiate surrender?
They were, and it occurred two
days later, efectively bringing
the War for Independence to a
close.
In 1927, Ford (1878-1964), a
Minnesota manufacturer,
received from another
Minnesota man this and over
100 other letters to Weedon.
They had come down in the
man's family, which was
presumably Weedon's family
too. The Swann catalog quoted
Ford as speculating that Weedon
had kept the items "as souvenirs
of his service, for each was
numbered by him."
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Ford added to the collection for
the next 30 years, acquiring
letters through dealers' catalogs
and by drawing on some of the
great manuscript sales of earlier
days. (Records show he bought
a couple of letters at a hedgling
]rm called Swann in the late
1940's.) Extending his range, he
dabbled in Civil War material,
science history, and 19thcentury presidents such as
Andrew Jackson, Rutherford B.
Hayes, and Zachary Taylor.
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previews were scheduled to
coincide with the annual New
York Book Fair of the
Antiquarian Booksellers'
Association of America, which
this year was held April 12-15.
Years ago, the historical society
had made the Ford collection
content available via micro]lm
to scholars, some of whom
published their research. In spite
of that, Swann's Americana
expert Richard Stattler said,
"I'm not sure that even very
well-informed collectors would
necessarily have been aware of
[these letters] until they actually
sat down with our catalog. Not
many were particularly well
known on their own—or were
not particularly well known
until last week."
In the days leading up to the
sale, for some reason, few people
placed order bids. "That was one
notable thing about this sale,"
said Stattler. "So at the start we
had very little ]rm interest in
hand. It was not clear at all that
the sale would be a success."
Then on the morning of the
sale, a crowd assembled and
included a major collector—the
same one who has swept so
many prize items ofered at
other historical documents sales
in recent years, including
Sotheby's series that dispersed
the James S. Copley library in
2010-11. There were also a
couple of heavy bidders on the
Internet, and so many people
were on the phones that the
morning session ran into the
scheduled time for the start time
for the afternoon.
Bidding by phone, William S.
Reese of New Haven,
Connecticut, was successful on
about $100,000 worth of
material, buying for stock and at
least one client. It's a result that
did not make him a central
player this time, but he was
nonetheless pleased to see the
strong prices. "You have a
market that's relatively thin, but
I think things are thickening up
very fast now," he said. "For our
]rm at least, the spring has been
unbelievable. The last month
has been doubly unbelievable. I
really get a sense, in talking to
others in the trade, and not just
in Americana, that things are
moving."
The dealer further observed that
the sale conformed to the
proven formula for auction
success—great material collected
long ago and kept of the market
for decades, then introduced as a
group with "encouraging"
estimates.
"And I thought the Trumbull
letter was worth the price," he
continued. "Here is Trumbull,
one of Washington's chief aides,
recounting a really extraordinary
moment, and then it's basically
'Stop the presses!' Cornwallis
has sent over a letter by hag.
This could be the end, and it
was. I thought, how can you
beat that? It's just a wonderfully
dramatic letter written by
someone who's in the middle of
the action, getting the news that
the British want to surrender.
That sense of immediacy, of
being there, represents a lot of
the magic of autograph letters.
It's not quite on the level of
Grant writing to Lincoln saying
Lee is surrendering, but it's
close."
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achieved its price, an auction
record for Trumbull, not only
because of its content but because of its suspenseful of-the-moment
quality.
Kaller characterized Weedon as someone who was "not as inhuential as,
say, a Henry Knox," i.e., Washington's chief artillery omcer during the
war. "Knox had these out-of-the-blue ideas that made impossible things
happen," e.g., using a seized British cannon in Boston. "Weedon wasn't a
Lafayette or a Von Steuben without whom the war would have been
diferent." Still, many of the key players wrote important letters to him,
and that's what it took for this sale to become memorable.
Kaller hadn't known about the collection until he learned about it from
Swann. Of its freshness, he said, "I don't count it as a negative when I see
something really good come back on the market. So the idea of
something being fresh or not fresh impresses me less than content. On
the other hand, it's exciting to read through a whole group of things like
this and feel like you've got a chance [to acquire them] that other people
haven't had for several decades."
He added, "I always think that the biggest factor in auction results is not
even necessarily the letter's content or its writer. I think it's who's paying
attention. Always, things sell for bargains, and always, things sell for
strong prices, and the diference between the two is just a question of
who, out of the universe of people or institutions who would want to
own such things, are paying attention at that moment."
He gave as an example of the unpredictable nature of auctions the
diferent results of two John Hancock documents in the sale. One sold to
him for $5658; the other went to a phone bidder at $31,200. "Despite
their diferent condition haws, I had them valued at about the same," said
Kaller. "They're both signed by Hancock; they're both dated 1776; and
they're both appointments of Weedon. It's just one of those things at
auction that don't make sense. I bought my lot for much less than my
bid, and the other lot went for many times my bid."
As it happened, Reese was the phone bidder who took the more
expensive Hancock. "I bought that for a private collector who has an
interest in that speci]c part of Weedon's career," he said. "I don't fully
understand it. The collector was fully aware of the other lot." Neither
Reese nor M.A.D. was privy to the reasons why Reese's underbidder
went so high.
Kaller and Reese each bought letters to Weedon from Washington that
were among the top lots of the sale. Kaller paid $26,400 for one in which
Washington, writing from Williamsburg on September 23, 1781, asked
Weedon to treat the Duc de Lauzun "with the respect & attention that
his character demands." The trouble was that the Frenchman had
complained about Weedon's cautious ]ghting style.
"Weedon was a moderately controversial ]gure," Stattler said. "There
were tensions between him and the French, who were in the war as a big
adventure. They were looking for individual glory and were very
aggressive ]ghters." Meanwhile, Americans were undermanned and never
had much in the way of supplies, especially as the war dragged on. "The
Americans really had to ]ght an almost guerilla style of war," said
Stattler. "And so the French were mocking Weedon, speci]cally for being
timid."
The letter Kaller bought, however, shows that Washington speci]cally
ordered Weedon not to be aggressive. "I wish you to be exceedingly
watchfull [sic]," he wrote, "...& to prevent, as much as possible, without
risquing [sic] too much, the enemy's gaining provisions...."
The Washington letter that Reese bought for $28,800 commended
Weedon after a skirmish with Banastre Tarleton, known as "Bloody
Tarleton" or simply "Butcher" for his savage attacks. Written on October
4, 1781, from "Head Quarters" near Yorktown, it is in the hand of
Trumbull and signed and docketed by Washington. "I thought it was a
really nice wartime letter that had speci]c reference to ]ghting Tarleton,
who of course is a great, colorful character," Reese said. "It was
Washington commanding the troops during the siege of Yorktown, and
it was him speci]cally complimenting the troops on the way they had
performed."
The letter's condition was also a selling point, he said. "Unfortunately,
some of the other letters were extremely faded. They just weren't
attractive physically. This letter is strong from a physical point of view."
The sale's second-to-top lot, a letter to Weedon from Thomas Jeferson,
went to a collector at $57,600. Dated January 10, 1781, it discussed
Benedict Arnold's ]rst military action as an English general-his raid on
Richmond. It's not a happy moment in Jeferson's career. "I inclose you a
copy of a letter I have received from Baron Steuben and must rest on you
the taking such measures as you may think most likely to efect his
recommendation," he wrote. (The enclosure was not noted in the catalog
as being part of the lot.)
A Jeferson letter on the same subject written the following day brought
$28,800 from a dealer. Another, in which Jeferson described to Weedon
his eforts to provision the Weedon regiment, sold to a collector for
$40,800 (est. $12,000/18,000). In that one, Jeferson told Weedon, "It is
my wish to furnish what force is requisite for our defence as far as I am
enabled, but to leave to the commanding omcers solely the direction of
that force."
Stattler said he "enjoyed the contrast between Washington's letters and
Jeferson's letters. Washington, writing as commander in chief, comes
across as very bold and con]dent. He's telling people what to do and
often ordering them to be cheerful about it too. He's just very decisive.
Jeferson was not that same kind of executive personality. He was trying
to look at both sides and couching all of his directives under layers of ifs,
ands, and buts. You can see that he has a powerful intellect, but he
doesn't have the same approach to leadership as Washington does."
A Washington letter to Weedon that brought $40,800 was one that
discussed Weedon's reason for leaving the war. It was because he had
been passed over in rank in favor of his rival William Woodford. Dated
March 15, 1778, and written from Valley Forge, the letter in the hand of
aide-de-camp Tench Tilghman urged Weedon to stay, suggesting it would
be better for his "honor and reputation." Weedon, however, wasn't
convinced. Two years passed before he returned, just in time for
Yorktown.
Ford eventually collected 26 of the 56 signers of the Declaration of
Independence for his collection. Thomas Nelson was one, represented by
13 examples. "It's very rare for Nelson items to come up," noted Reese,
whose ]rm's records show that in the last 17 years, there have been only
six on the market. "And now here are thirteen at once. So that was one of
the extraordinary moments you have when you get a collection of this
depth. There have now been more than twice as many Nelson letters on
the market in one little swatch as there have been since 1995."
Not surprisingly, one of them achieved a new auction record for Nelson
when it sold for $26,400 to a collector. Adding to its appeal, the letter
had Valley Forge content. Writing as brigadier general from Williamsburg
on January 22, 1778, Nelson discussed Washington's rugged living
conditions at his encampment in Pennsylvania. "Hard fate indeed that
our commander in chief should be oblig'd to take up his winter quarters
in a hutt [hut], when the British general is provided with
comfortable...fare in Philadelphia," Nelson lamented. He also
commented that smallpox was taking a terrible toll among the troops and
deterred recruitment.
Going for $20,400 was a letter Nelson wrote as Virginia governor.
Writing to Weedon from Richmond on September 3, 1781, he
optimistically stated, "I think the Game is nearly up with Cornwallis."
That Weedon letter was one Ford did not acquire with the original
collection. He bought it later from the legendary autograph dealer Mary
Benjamin (d. 1998). Another addition to the core collection, a 1766
letter signed by David Hume to the ambassador of Great Britain to
France, achieved a record price for Hume when it sold to a dealer for
$48,000.
Ford had bought the Hume letter at a Parke-Bernet auction on
November 26, 1941. Six pages, written on two folded sheets, it is Hume's
recounting of William Pitt's speech in the House of Commons
protesting the Stamp Act. Describing Pitt's speech as "very
extraordinary," the Scottish historian and philosopher noted, "He seemed
even to treat the Parliament with contempt...."
There was more bad news. "The bad efects on trade began already to be
sensibly felt," Hume declared.
Although collectors and dealers took the lion's share of lots, a few public
institutions were able to buy. Stattler named Colonial Williamsburg as
the high bidder on two letters by James McHenry, and the Danvers
Archival Center of the Peabody Institute Library in Danvers,
Massachusetts, as the new owner of a letter from Thomas Gage to
Jeremiah Powell.
Dated August 6, 1774, the Gage missive is just one sentence: "I desire you
to meet me in Salem on Thursday, the 16th instant at 11 o'clock PM on
his Majesty's service." At the time, Gage was Massachusetts governor and
commander in chief of the British military in America, while Powell was
a leader in the outlawed provincial congress. The fact that we have no
idea what the royal governor wanted to discuss with a rebel under cover
of darkness only adds to the letter's interest. The Danvers organization
bought it for $2640.
The afternoon session of the sale featured 127 lots from the Ford
collection that were not Revolutionary Americana and another 134 lots
from other consignors. Ford material outdid the rest. From that group
two letters by Samuel F.B. Morse were standouts. Both pertained to the
invention and implementation of Morse's telegraph.
The ]rst letter went to a collector at $26,400. It announced to Morse's
business partner, Francis Ormand Jonathan Smith, that the Senate had
passed a bill appropriating $30,000 for the building of an experimental
telegraph line between Washington and Baltimore. It's dated March 3,
1843. The bill "will probably be signed by the President in a few hours,"
Morse penned on lined blue paper. Another one of those in-the-moment
historical documents, it was written in "ink that was drying on the paper
as this legislation was passed," Stattler observed.
"What hath God wrought?" were the ]rst words transmitted on May 24,
1844. The other Morse letter, written to an unnamed recipient almost 20
years later, on March 10, 1864, is Morse's commentary on how he chose
that quotation from the Bible. The letter's price, the new auction record
for a Morse item, was $28,800, paid by a collector.
Speaking about the market in general, Stattler, Reese, and Kaller
mentioned direct evidence of new collectors entering the historical
documents market in the last two or three years. They have appeared in
time to take the place of several big collectors who dropped out in 200709, when, as a result of their absence, there were bargains to be had.
Newcomers undoubtedly are aware that as historical documents
collectors they have at least one advantage over, say, collectors of ]ne art.
Because of the nature of what they collect, they never have to worry
about running out of room for it. What is more, historical documents
are still undervalued, compared to ]ne art and what other collectibles,
such as stamps and coins, often go for.
There is, however, one barrier to entry that doesn't have to do with price,
Kaller pointed out. "To read Swann's catalog, just the one for the
Revolutionary Americana material alone, took hours. Most potential
collectors can't or don't. Whereas a ]ne arts sale catalog of comparable
size you can go through much more quickly. So it requires an investment
not just of money but of time."
It's up to potential historical documents collectors to consider that
reality a challenge they're willing to meet.
For more information, contact Swann at (212) 254-4710 or see the Web
site (www.swanngalleries.com).
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